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ABSTRACT
The anatomy of the pelvic floor is complex and often a challenge for students to learn. Cadavers
and plastic models have frequently been used as educational tools to help students identify
anatomical structures and visualize the spatial relationships between them. However, these types
of tools each come with shortcomings that limit the student learning experience. For instance, it
is difficult to see many pelvic structures on a cadaver because the layers are thin, adherent, and
challenging to isolate. Alternatively, pelvic plastic models are often unable to show each
individual layer without obscuring other structures. A novel educational tool was developed in
order to better teach female pelvic anatomy: a fabric pelvis dissection model. This model
combines a three-dimensional (3D) printed bony pelvis attached to a wooden board with soft
pelvic structures made of textile. The various fabric types and colours help to distinguish each
anatomical structure while elastic loops, hooks, and button clips allow each structure to be
removable, giving the user a unique way to “dissect” the female pelvis while handling the model.
Previous literature has shown that kinesthetic manipulation helps to reduce the high cognitive
load placed on the learner while allowing the user to view structures from different angles. This
new fabric and 3D-printed model offers a unique learning experience that would otherwise be
hard to obtain. To facilitate mass production of this learning object, the 3D print files and fabric
patterns are offered as an open education resource.
Key words: anatomy education, fabric model, physical models, open education resources,
learning tools, pelvis anatomy, dissection, 3D printing
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INTRODUCTION
Learning human anatomy is a challenging task due to its spatial complexity. For the
purposes of safe medical practice, it is essential for students to understand basic human anatomy
and physiology. There is growing evidence that adequate anatomical knowledge is lacking
among health care students (Cottam, 1999; Prince et al., 2005; Waterston and Stewart, 2005;
Yammine, 2014). For example, in a study gathering opinions from senior clinicians in hospitals
affiliated with the University of Aberdeen, the majority (64%) felt that the current anatomical
education of medical students is below the minimum necessary for safe medical practice. Many
clinicians also responded that they noticed many students experienced difficulties in learning
clinical examination and diagnosis as a result of their lack of anatomical knowledge (Waterston
and Stewart, 2005).
One reason why human anatomy remains a difficult subject to learn is due to the
challenging nature of understanding three-dimensional (3D) dynamics and spatial relations
between anatomical structures. In order to help overcome this challenge, various educational
models are used to help teach and learn anatomy. Such models include cadavers, physical
models, two-dimensional (2D) imaging, and 3D visualization technology. These models may
help encourage learner interest, thus increasing retention of the learned material. However, each
type of model has unique limitations (Sugand et al., 2010). Thus, there is a constant need for new
and more effective educational tools. Ongoing developments in technology also add pressure to
continuously create better teaching devices to include in the classroom.
In this article, a novel educational tool was developed in order to better teach female
pelvic anatomy: a fabric pelvis dissection model. This model is a combination of a 3D printed
bony pelvis attached to a wooden board and soft pelvic structures made of textile (Fig. 1). This
model was designed to be interactive - each textile structure is removable, giving learners a
unique way to “dissect” the female pelvis (Fig. 2). The objectives in creating this model were to
1) promote learner understanding and retention of pelvic anatomy through its unique way of
providing tactile feedback and clarity of spatial relationships among structures, 2) provide an
engaging experience, and 3) make it accessible to the public so that anyone can benefit from this
model.
PHYSICAL MODELS IN ANATOMY EDUCATION
Anatomy education continues to depend on the use of cadavers. Cadaveric dissections
and prosections allow for self-directed learning, and teaches students respect for the human body
(Lempp, 2005; Collins, 2008). However, there are various limitations to cadavers that reduce
their effectiveness in the classroom. They are expensive, time-consuming to prepare, and do not
last long (Rizzolo and Stewart, 2006). Cadavers also face many ethical and cultural difficulties,
such as issues with how they are obtained, and the issue of autonomous control over an
individual's body after death (Nicholson et al., 2006). Furthermore, their fragility and lack of
uniformity do not always provide an accurate representation of a living human body (McLachlan
and Patten, 2006; Nicholson et al., 2006).
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Physical 3D anatomical models have been widely used to accompany, and sometimes
replace, cadaveric specimens. Such physical models include plastic, clay/cast, and 3D printed
models. There are numerous benefits to using physical models which make them one of the most
widely used visual aids in anatomy education (Motoike et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2009; Estevez et
al., 2010; Khot et al., 2013; Preece et al., 2013; Lim et al., 2016).
Firstly, physical models are interactive by allowing users to rotate and manipulate 3D
structures. Kinesthetic manipulation is tactile handling in combination with visual input (Estevez
et al., 2010). It helps to reduce the high cognitive load - the extraneous effort placed on the
working memory to learn novel tasks - experienced by students learning complex anatomical
structures, especially for learners with low spatial ability (Estevez et al., 2010; Levinson et al.,
2013). This allows for easier identification and visualization of the spatial relationships between
each anatomical structure (Preece et al., 2013). Due to this multiple sensory feedback, students in
a study done by Preece et al. reported that they have higher confidence in physical models
compared to information that was presented to them solely through a visual channel such as on a
screen or in a textbook (Preece et al., 2013).
Secondly, physical models may further reduce the cognitive load by providing a
stereoscopic sense of space, the ability to perceive depth through visual input received
simultaneously from both eyes, which is absent in 2D images (Khot et al., 2013). Additionally,
studies involving the act of creating and modelling anatomical structures with physical models,
such as clay modelling activities, have shown to further help students understand 3D space
especially in complicated systems, such as neuroanatomy (Motoike et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2009;
Estevez et al., 2010).
Thirdly, easy manipulation of physical models allow learners to view structures from
multiple angles, thus providing a better sense of the overall structural appearance (Oh et al.,
2009). Some physical models also provide better visibility of certain structures which may not be
clear in other educational models, such as cadavers (Motoike et al., 2009).
Fourthly, learner feedback for physical models is generally more positive when compared
to learners using other types of models. For instance, physical models were shown to yield
higher confidence levels in identifying anatomical structures, higher enjoyment scores, and
higher perceived educational benefits when compared to textbook and 3D computer model
groups learning anatomy (Preece et al., 2013). The clay modelling activity done by Oh et al.
demonstrated that students using the clay model reported higher levels of satisfaction compared
to students using traditional learning methods, such as learning from a textbook, for reasons
including increased participation and interest in the learning process (Oh et al., 2009).
Lastly, physical models help promote familiarity, comfort, and reduce psychological
inhibitions, especially for novice students preparing to learn from cadaveric specimens (Lim et
al., 2016). Often novice students demonstrate apprehension, stress, and anxiety when working
with cadavers for the first time. Physical models can help to mitigate these feelings (Lim et al.,
2016).
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THE FABRIC PELVIS DISSECTION MODEL
Pelvic anatomy is one of the most challenging parts of the human body to learn. Many
models currently used in classrooms lack the ability to accurately explain the spatial
relationships between pelvic structures. Cadavers are limited in showing many of these structures
because the tissue layers are thin, adherent, and difficult to isolate. Moreover, many plastic
models are unable to show each individual layer without obscuring other structures and are
generally too robust compared to a real pelvis.
The novel fabric pelvis dissection model presented here (Fig. 1) aims to address the
shortcomings that come with traditional learning tools. As summarized in Table 1, meticulous
stylistic choices were made in order for the model to be comprehensible and intuitive. The bony
pelvis was created using 3D printing.
Attached to a wooden base, the model offers perspective of the pelvis from an inferior to
superior point of view. Colour choices of the textiles were based on consistency with what
certain tissues are commonly represented as in current teaching modalities while fabric choices
were based on tissue type. For example, the labia minora were created using a velvety textile in a
dark maroon colour in order to depict its smooth texture. In comparison, the musculature was
created with a thicker, more resistant red material in order to depict the strong muscles which are
often displayed with a red colour in textbooks. Different types of textiles were meant to help
kinesthetic learners while being durable and flexible. Black stitchwork was also used throughout
the musculature to depict the muscle architecture and direction of fibres. White paint was used
on the ends of these muscles to represent the tendinous fibres attaching muscle to bone, allowing
for a clear understanding of each muscle’s origin and insertion points. Each structural component
is easily removable through the use of elastic loops, hooks, and button clips. This allows the
learner to view individual structures from various viewpoints and easily distinguish their spatial
arrangements. In this way, the learner is able to dissect the female pelvis while handling the
model. This interactive component is meant to help the learner easily visualize the inner
components of the pelvis and understand the complicated spatial relationships between them,
thus making the learning experience more straightforward, engaging, and memorable.
Additionally, learners are able to completely remove all structures and challenge themselves by
reassembling the model. Furthermore, the act of creating this fabric pelvis dissection model by
printing the 3D printed bones and sewing all the structures can also help a learner become more
familiar with each part of the model (see Supplementary Materials).
Accompanying the model is a manual that illustrates each layer of the model with all its
components labelled in order to assist students in identifying each structure. It is also
accompanied by a description of the textiles used, structures associated with each textile, and a
short description of each structure.
This novel model is meant to aid the student learning experience in ways that past models
are unable to do. While providing a more engaging experience, it also allows learners to view
each individual structure without obscurement and learn the different spatial relationships which
are hard to see on other plastic models, cadavers, and textbook images. Further research is
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required to determine the efficacy of the model in teaching human pelvic anatomy in comparison
to other educational tools.
CONCLUSION
This novel tool provides various educational advantages that are otherwise difficult to
obtain with pelvic educational models already in use in classrooms. It aims to overcome some of
the limitations found with other educational models and offers potential benefits including: 1) a
dissective view of each layer of the female pelvic floor, including layers difficult to see on a
cadaver; 2) kinesthetic manipulation which reduces the high cognitive load placed on the learner;
3) flexibility and easy manipulation which allows the learner to view structures from different
angles; and 4) an engaging experience. To facilitate mass production of this learning tool, the 3D
print files and fabric patterns are offered as an open education resource (see Supplementary
Materials).
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Figure 1. The fabric pelvis dissection model.
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Figure 2. The fabric pelvis dissection model provides an interactive component that allows the
user to “dissect” the female pelvis.
Table 1. Stylistic Choices Made for the Creation of the Fabric Pelvis Dissection Model.
Stylistic Choice

Description

Various colour and fabric types

Helps to distinguish each structure’s tissue type
(e.g. the matte, purple textile represents erectile tissue)

Black stitchwork

Depicts the muscle architecture and directions of
muscle fibres
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White paint

Depicts the tendinous fibres extending from bone to
muscle

Elastic loop, hooks, and button clips

Allows each structure to be removable, providing a
unique way to “dissect” the female pelvis while
handling the model
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The open education resource can be found at this Dropbox link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ofow5ouqz98ofnh/AABL70VdJdmFYsdbUuC2f78sa?dl=0&fbclid
=IwAR1dHhru2DWb2Q82VbPaTWlHIbv3csBhkb8gNot1uI_0zHP7Qdgfdi0VrB0
The Dropbox contains: (1) Fabric Pelvis Model Print Patterns: sewing patterns that are the
templates from which each structure is traced onto fabric before cut out and assembled; (2)
Fabric Pelvis Model Assembly: a package that displays each textile dissective layer and the
fabric-to-plastic attachment points; (3) 3D Print Files: the files required to 3D print the bony
plastic pelvis; and (4) Pelvic Structures and Associated Textiles: a description of the textiles
used, structures associated with each textile, and a short description of each structure.
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